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                         INTRODUCTION

   The crease recovery forces that show in bending fabrics clepend upon the

deformation recovery forces ef 'the yarns forming. fabrics and the single fibers

forming yarn. Since yarns are twisted more or less, the relations between
the stress and the deformation of singles yarn should be studied viscoelasti-

cally. In bending fabric$ made complicatecl!y of yarns, the study of the mutual

friction forces between fibers as well as the viscoelastical study is important.

The fiction forces in bending fabrics actually change along the longitudinal

direction of the yarn, and the analysis in Kirchhoff'si) treatment is very
complicate(! and so the friction forces are not discussed in thi$ paper,

                            THEOREM

   Let us consider the case of the plain fabrics with a view to simplifying
the problem, of deformation and stress on the crease of fabrics.,2) Ai anct xtlL,

are the cross sections so cut by a plane containing ai--au and bi--･b2 respectively

as to be right angles to the fold that is bent with the 2-2 line of the weave

sturctural diagram as shown in Fig. 1. The shapes of Ai and A2 are made
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 Fig. 3-A. The shape of the hold.
     3--B. Diagram that fabrics are bent at random and are stable.

alternatively on the 2-2 fold. But whenever the fabrics are folded at ranclom

they are bent on the 1-1 line, because in Fig Z-B± and 2L-BL} the convex (eoncave)
is faced to the convex (concave), in Fig 3-B the convex is $table faeing to
the concave and as the results the folded line seems not to be the 2--2 line

but to be the 1-1 line.
                                                              .   The shape of the foid is shown in Fig 3-･A, and in fact the maxirnuni
curvature of bent yarn is on the left side of aai line, The eross $ections of ,
the yarn, Si, S2 and Sa･･････, are cornpressed by side pre$sure on the folct and

thus become approximately elliptic.
   When the fabrics are folded at the right angles to the warp or fill, the

fabrics are bent to the radius of curvature equal to the yarn diameter, The

actual curvature of single fibers forming yarn is much smaller than that of

yarn. Its value is determined by the radius of the single$ fiber and the yarn

(or the number of fibers forming the yarn). As the yarn is twisted more or
le$s, the single yarn itself is deformed by bending and torsion, and is moved ,･
from inside to outside as shown by "a-a''in Fig 4, so that the bending defor-

mation relaxes.
    Then, the bending and torsional stresses on the twi$ted yarn are analyzed ,
in this paper. It is assumed that the cross section of bent yarn is circular

and not elliptic,

I. Bending Rigidity of Yarn
The bending equation for apparent centrai fiber of bent yarn as shown in Fig 5. is

          b,
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Fig 4. Diagram of the rela-
 xation of fibers on the Fig s. Ideal cross seation of yarn- .
 bending cleformation of
 yarn.
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                             11p :uaIEI (1)
where p is the radius of curvature of apparent centeral fiber of bent yarn,

E young's modulus, I moment of inertia and Me the bending moment of
apparent centnal fiber.

                          11p =: ye/(1 + ytD)912

and

                              Mc=12y

where P is the load and the Cartesian coordinate axes are taken in the
tangent and normal directions on the bending plane, and pt' and y" are the
first and second derivatives oii x.

   In the general case that the radiu$ M

g&fau,ueige.gs,bs.",t,y,as'e.agSt,:g (〉:---･...･---..--- -- ll3

above equations, the calculation is ho '
elliptic integral, "fainous Lamb's3)

calculation". The bencling moment R
ewfild,e,!Lb,e.'S,,,C,a,'i,,,l)?,tse,Pibe,S,e,a;,?d, l 'S･Mil)〉. I

moment on single$ fiber, r the '` q, ((kS ']? Msin4t

ra s. Y$MgeS i M + Msi. cosdiu of coil formedb '1 M' - te
frber in the yarn, hoandPpitch l l. ip fi
and pitch angle of coil formed by l 1
singles fi!ament and ip the cy!in-

drica! coordinate from the bending Fig 6, Moment cliagram of the sicle
plane to one point on singles fiber. , fiber in bending yar,n,

Then, bending moment Mb and
torsional moment Md are shown as follows:

                     Mb =, M(cos2 g) + sinL' ip sin2 B)i12

                     M}i =: Msin ip cos P

The elastic strain energy dA stored in the differential element of length dS

on singles fiber is

                    dA == Mb2/2EI･dS + Md212GJ･dS

where G and J are the modulus of rigidity and the polar moment of inertia
of the fiber cross section.

                            dS = pt!cosP･dip

Introducing Mb and Mlr into the strain energy dA stored in one pitch of coil,

     A = M2rlcos Pl:T{cos24, --F sin2 di sin2P/2El + sin2 ¢ cos2P!2Gl} dS

                = nvM21cos P{1 + sin2P12EI +cos2P!2GJ} (2)



Here tanP=ho12rcr
therefore,

               A= heM214sin P{1 + sin2PfEI + cos2B12Gl} ('3])

On the other hand, the work W done outward 1)y bending moment Mon one

pitch is

                            Wt: Mh o12p (4)
From the equations (2) and (4) or (3) and (4)

              lfp = Mrcrlho･cos fi{1 + sin2PIEI + cos"P!2GI} 〈5a)

                 t= M12･cos P{1 -t- sin2PIEI -l-- cos2P/2GI} (5b)

Therefore, a reciprocal of bending rigidity of one coil in fiber, 1/Bs, i$

               11Bs =xilho･cosP{1 -l- sin2P/El ･--cosgP/2GI} C16a)

                  :1!2sinP{1 -F sin2PfEJ -･F cos2P12GI} Cl6b)

Acording to the equation (6b), Bs is given by pitch angle, bending rigictity

EI, and torsienal rigidity GL The bending rigidity, B, o'f yarn having n

fibers around the apparent central fiber is given by the equations (1〉, 〈6a)

and the following equation (7)

                           B=pt nBs+El (17)
Generally the bending rigidity of yarn having side filament--layers, is

represented :

                B": Z'iBi+z2B2 'i'" x3Bs 't-''''''+ znBn+ EI (8)

where zt, 22, ･･･-･･zn are the number of fibers and Bi, B2,･･t･･･Bn are the bending

rigidity of each layer

    I!. Stresses on Bent Yarn,
    The bending moment M on the yarn bent at the radius of curvature RD

is

                            M= PMs+ML (9)
where Mb and Ms are the bending moment on apparent centeral fiber and side

 fiber, and P is the number of side 'fibers. Then,

                             Mc= EI/Rp' 〈,10)
                             Ms == Bs!Ro (11)
 where El and Bs are the bending yigidity of apparent centeral fiber and side

 fiber,, and Bs is given by the equation (6b)
    (1) bending stress on aPParent centeral fiber.
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   The bending stress on apparent central fiber ac is shown:

                         a, == M}IZ mu 321rrda･Mb (12)
where Z is the coefficient of cross section, and since the cross section of

singles fiber is not always circular, the diameter d is calculated by changing

the cross section area of singles yarn to that of circle.5) Then, the cross

section area of singles fiber = mlp, where m is the mass per unit length and

measured by the cantilever type microbalance, and p is the apparent density
of the fiber.

   (2) Maximum and minimum of the bending and the torsional moments,
   If bending moment on singles fiber with vector M is Mk, the bending
moment Mb and the torsional moment M}i are represented respectively; -----

M?,=Mk,v'ETo-'g"-op .t- si'-nU2- ip'nvs'i'ff2'

mai ta 1;41r sin u)･cos i3 (14)

Table 1. Maximum and Minimum of the bendig and the torsienal moments.

kl,/: tY}l･ cD ･tiix iif,1･ t

max of Mb g-, =Oi rr
min of Mb op=:z/2, 3rr12
max of Md ip :n12
min of im . op=:3nl2

il-1,` JJk: . fi.1-L ijN tlE[

('Mb)maxr:fi4k

(Mb) minza MS sin P

(im)max= A4k cos P

(?VtlZl )min ==ua cos P

The maxirnum and minimum of Mb and Md as to ep are shown in Tab!e 1.
   (3) bendiny and torsional stresses on side fiber,

   The bending and the torsional stresses for the equations (13)and (14) are

shown as follows:

                ast= Mb/Z=t32!nd3･ua,V6o-"s"2'ip'-+wwsin2¢ siiir2A (15)

                rs tr:: Md!Ze =nt 16!rrd3･uasin ip cosP (16)

where Z and Zo are the ceefficient of cros$ section and the polar coefficient

of cross section.

                     NUMERICAL EXAIYEPLES

   The bending stress as, the torsional stregs Ts on the side fiber and bending

stress crc on the apparent central fiber are determined by the equations (15),

(16) and (12) respectively.

   Introducing the equations (11),'(12), (6b) and tanP ==hof2rrr into the

equations (15) and (16), ' '
ac == EllRl (17)



                       r･ ,N/cos2"s-i-sin2gs(i)17t'-'-.--whz-r)i'1'ii'I'!iIIcih.,.'."[tltZ"lla'lt"-'?l':,'/r:.........)

o,
 = 1/RZ ' ho/2nr' 1/Vlrw'f" (ho/2rrr)L'L{1.I.1(.th- (o/h?,:2r.) 2,).,}/Ef+{w i-- c' -h-,;/li '.'i･ sL'}/2GI J

                                                (118)

rs==i/Rzo･ho/2rrr･i/tv'i+(ho!2rrr)2[{-,.,.,(.hzil,ll'rciiri,/l'il,l,//vi-E"i`I-h'(l.i',--l12ipt".i/T,;.5.5g}/Egi")

                                                (19ll
Therefore, the bending stress as, the torsional stress Ts on the srde fil)er in

the warp and fill and the bending stres$ ac on apparent centeral f{ber are

shown in Fig 7, 8 and 9, where the young'$ modulus E is about 4･OO 1〈g!xnm2,
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Fig 7. Diagram of the bending stress osw and the torsional

  stress rstv on the warp side fiber.
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Rig 8. Diagrarn of the bending stress asf ancl the torional stress

 rsf on the fill side tiber.
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Fig 9. Diagram of the stress ac on the apparent central fiber -i
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of curvature in bending R O.3, O.5, 1.0 and 3rO mm,

                            DESCVSSION

?3.:,t?",nC
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and the rest was space it can be considered tlaat acetate yarn hafi much
ZP,2CgS,i,,T,gS"･"l,g'$,gSi."gp,ed.t.h,".t,.ghe.cr2s,F,sgc,t,ion.ig,fflr,guigr,?;,,igge,diif,gadre

Sakurada's7) and Meredith's5) results, The diameter oE singles 'fiber is
calcu!ated by Posse!t's6) rnethod or the relation between the yam length
(46080m), the yarn weight (453.6g) and the specific weight (1.32). Consequently

it is aboutl.OxlOpt2mm and the diameter of 50'S yarn is about 1,3×lepti mm,
The twist in turns per inch T is shown by the next reiation,

                             T==st.E')v,]ig7'

      'where IV is the yarn count and F is constant determined by yarn kinds.

Ordinarily, the constant F is taken as follows8)9):

                        F=4,85 (warp), 3.5 (fill)

As the results, the coil length is shown in Table 2. In the ca$e Qf the usual

twist, Z twist or S twist, the coil length ho of 50's yarn is from O,5mm to

1,5mm in the warp or fill.
                                              The bending stress on the
   Table 2. Note on the warp and fill warp is larger than that･on
     of acetate yarn･ .mrr+...- the fill, and the torsional stress

 F
T(ilrnm)

ho(mrn)

 p

  warp fm is reverse, because the.constant
--N' ''

41b-,'mul-'M"M-"51rm,6 ' e,2Ali,e,Ya,r,P ,Y,a,rnf,kS,,iar.g,e,i-

                  1･OO smaller the radius o'E curvature     1. 36

                  1･OO of bending, the larger their     e. 74

                67045' stresses are.    60e58,

                                              The bending stress as on
the side fiber represents compressive (tensile) stress from ipntOO to 1800 ancl

tensile (compressive) stress from 1800 to 3600. The torsional stress is rnaximum

at ip==90" and 270e and minimum at OO and 1800, and on the contrary the
bending stress is maximum at OO and 1800, and minimum at 900 and 270cr.
   When $ingles yarn has specially obvious central axis for the example of

50's, the iorce P on the cross section of the yarn is :

                     P==rt 109T(d/2).2(a.S,)+x(d12)2c,; (2o)
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where (ZS) is the resultant stress and d is the diameter of $ingles fiber,

       LS
   As the yarn axis is not always obvious, however the above equation (20)

is represented approximately as follows:

                         P, == 110rr(di2)2(a"S) (21)
                                      LS
In many cases, the yarn axis does not exist in the center and shows a sine
curve by the torsional force. This is explained by the X-ray photographsiO) of

the twisted cord with steel wire in the center and polyvinylchrolide cord
around it. The yarn axis, therefore, need not be considered and the bending

force on the $ingles yarn is shown by the eqttation (21).

                           CONCLUSION

   The crease recovery force of fabrics depends upon the deformation i'ecovery

forces of single fibers forming yarns in fabrics. Since yarn$ are twisted more

or less, both deformations of "bending" and "torsion" should be studied
viscoelastically to the elastic limit in the small deformation and the plastic

region in the large deformation, but the construction of fabrics is very
complicated and so the study of the mutual friction forces between fibers as

well as the viscoelastical study of the crease is important. The calculation,

therefore, is very complicated and so the frction forces are not discussed in

this paper, because the friction forces change along the longitudinal-direction

of the yarn, It is also assumed that yarn has the circular form in bending
with a view to simplifying the calculations. When the warp (fill) is bent at
the axis of the fill (warp), the bending stress on apparent central fiber, and

the bending and the torsional stress on the side fiber in an example of acetate

yarn 50's are discussed in thi$ paper,

   On the 1)asis of this research severalimportant conclusion can be reached: ･
   (1) The bending stress on the warp is larger than that on the fill and
the torsional stress is reverse, because the twist factor of the warp is larger

than that of the fill. The smaller the radius of curvature in bending, the
larger their stresses are.

   (2) The bending stress as on the side fiber represents compressive (tensile)

stress from ip==OO to 1800 and tensile (compressive) stress from ip =1800 to

3600. The torsional stress is inaximum at ¢==900 and 2700 and minimum at
OO and 1800, and on the contrary the bending stress is maxmum at O" and

180a and minimum at 900 and 2700.
   (3) As the yarn axis does not exist in the center by X-ray photographs,
the bending loads on yarn with m fibers is:

                          P' -st mT(d72)2(gg)

where P' is the bending loads, m the number of fibers, d the diameter of

singles fiber and (a.,S) the resultant stress of the bending stress and the
torsional stress,
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